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Prestige White Meadows

Prestige group carries its latest excellent luxury Residential Project White Meadows located at
Whitefield in Bangalore. Prestige White Meadows presents 4 and 6 Bedroom Bungalows, Duplex
and Pent Houses in the range of 7002 sqft -11388 sqft area with the very affordable price. Further it,
The project offers excellent facilities for example Club House, combined with a network of
pedestrian trails, Gym, Swimming pool, Wi-Fi Connectivity, walkways and water bodies.

Prestige White Meadows paints a picture of a blissfully luxurious neighborhood that reposes in
unquestioned majesty. Prestige White Meadows has dense and lush green landscape with a variety
of foliage including shade trees, all serving to cool the air and keep it pristine. Prestige White
Meadows also pampers its resident with a fully accoutered Clubhouse, which comes with every
amenity that is de rigueur with a lifestyle of consummate luxury. At Prestige White Meadows the
Independent Bungalows are situated on stepped terraces defining the gradual acclivity, while the
High Rise Towers are located on the flatter terrain along its periphery.

Bangalore is known for having pleasant and mild climate throughout the year and some of the most
beautiful and well-maintained gardens. Being the Silicon Valley of India and IT Hub of Asia, the city
attracts people from all over India and abroad who come here for jobs. You can be assured of an
equitable cosmopolitan ambience, colorful social and cultural diversity, as well as high quality of life
at Bangalore.

Prestige group, as a property Development Company privileged with public's faith and credited with
converting the skyline of Bangalore, the Prestige builders constantly struggle for perfection. Their
definitive intend is to surpass your beliefs. An evidence of their attempts - they are the solitary
builders to obtain a reaffirmation of the Crisil DA1 rating; they have as well become an ISO
9001:2000 certified company. They are the single builders too in Bangalore whose residential and
software services have won the supposed FIABCI award. Their striking portfolio includes imminent
projects similar to the UB city, Prestige Shantiniketan and the Prestige Technology Park.

This is just not the end of the glory of Prestige Group, still 61 projects are in pipe line, which will
cover total space of 62.29 million sq ft. In view of these facts Prestige Group has been honored by
11 awards in various categories at the Asia Pacific Property Awards 2011 and at the same time the
group has been awarded with the FIABCI Prix Excellence Award. All these awards evidence the
benchmark which the Prestige Group has set in the real estate world.
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Arun Kumar - About Author:
InvestInNest is a Professional India Property consultant to provide the service to Mostly NRI, to
invest money in India's booming real estate Sector since last 10 years. To learn more about this kit
and receive your FREE Real Estate Wealth Newsletter go to a Prestige White Meadows.
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